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Current State Statement
August 24, 2016
Today, we’re really good at…

Today, we struggle with...

...challenging the status quo in rural spaces by providing
an African solution to the challenge, inventing ways to
“leapfrog” traditional education challenges with virtually
nothing, and bringing access to learning to thousands of
young people. We are moving people from hopelessness
to excitement and hope.

...our growth approach. We struggle with building staff
capabilities and refining our management structure.
Today, we lack critical people resources – strategic
fundraising and business people. We are navigating a
balancing act – balancing the money needed to grow
according to our plan and balancing the organizational
systems while maintaining our heart. We must move
forward with increased focus, improve how we promote
ourselves to the right audience, and communicate our
unique service proposition to the appropriate channels
(PR, press, fundraising,
sponsorship, partners).
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Future State Legacy
•

Let us stay African, with excellence.

•

Campuses are an ecosystem of learning and working.

•

We are creating an enterprise that feeds back into the community and is financially sustainable.

•

We are growing the communities out of the communities they serve. Young people need role models who come from
the communities they come from.

•

We are here for a reason and are guided by social and contextual consciousness.

•

We didn’t forget about the rural people. We made digital education successful in rural locations. #ruralbutdigital
#ruralrockstars

•

GWF isn’t afraid to stand up and say: Curriculum doesn’t nurture learning, and it doesn’t nurture future leaders;
discovery and fun nurture learning.
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Creating the Vision
For the Future
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Interviews

18

Including:

interviews
conducted
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•

All of Exco

•

Board Members

•

Donors

•

Heads of Campus

•

Open Learning Plus Coordinator

•

Senior Education Specialist

•

Hosana Church Pastor

•

Volunteer

•

Student
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Critical Questions
1.

What is the role of R&D, and how
do we tap into other places in the
world?

8. What is our strategy for staffing
to ensure we have the right
people in the right areas?

15. How do we do a better job
leading by example at all levels of
the organization?

2.

What should we be teaching
because it will be extremely
important to the future of our
learners?

9.

16. How do we manage and handle
the growth we have had?

3.

How do we continue to be
experts in our field?

4. How do we keep our content
inspiring and cutting edge?
5.

How do we assess the
sustainability of our current
programs?

6. How do make sure we stay
contextually relevant here,
but ensure we are relevant
somewhere else too?
7.

How do we identify the talent
that is vital to move forward
but also continue to develop
our people to take on new and
expanded responsibilities?

How can we attract talent to the
rural areas of South Africa?

10. How can we use Hazyview as our
model to scale efficiently and
effectively?
11. Are we willing to work together
to become more traditionally
structured (even if only for a short
time)?
12. Are we willing and disciplined
enough to stick to our current
mission?
13. How do we make the time as
a team to acknowledge the
different strengths we have to
define the right path forward?
14. How can we address the
communication gaps that exist?

CONTENTS

17. Are we a family business, an NGO,
or a corporation? What should we
look like in the future and how
should we govern?
18. How can we connect better with
our communities?
19. How and when do we scale?
20. Do we have an organic approach
to scale or do we need to have a
prescribed plan?
21. What does it mean to scale?
Do we franchise, regionalize, or
corporatize as we scale?
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Strategic Focus Areas
Community Involvement
Gaining Clarity
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Marked Up Future State
Visuals
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Updated Future State Visual
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Wa te rc o o l e r S e s s i o n
®
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Watercooler® Session
Objectives
•

The cartoon and humor create a safe place to have a
candid conversation that we either did not have or did
not know how to have

•

A visualization of the things we are creatively dissatisfied
with

•

An opportunity to identify, face and align on the critical
few realities that are most holding us back

•

Create shared vulnerability and recognize how we have
contributed to the areas we are dissatisfied with
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Gr o u n d Ru l e s
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Ground Rules/Operating
Guidelines
1.

Our ability to serve our communities will not exceed our ability to serve each other.

2.

Invest time in the planning, problem solving and follow-through, not just the doing.

3.

We commit to respecting roles, structures and procedures without exception. If there are exceptions, see No. 8.

4. Decisions are filtered through and aligned against the strategic roadmap.
5.

Create an environment of collaboration that encourages business thinking and discussion.

6. Extend trust, assume best intentions, don’t confuse actions with outcomes and learn from our challenges.
7.

Demonstrate patience and act with empathy.

8. We strive for clarity, transparency and understanding through communication and dialogue.
9.

Take the time to recognize and celebrate success.
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Strategic Focus Areas
Gaining Clarity on Our Critical Questions

Community

Critical Question: ________________________________
Why this? Why now?
African Culture has always been rooted in community. This is the model we have chosen for GWF. GWF model has African roots and so context is key. As
a community driven solution, community involvement and buy in is vital
Early in GWF we worked in communities that we knew. As we grow and scale this is no longer the case. what we have learned from our growth till now is
that every community/village/Digital Learning centre is different and consultation and collaboration at each point/stage and at each level is important

What are the key issues to discuss?
Who is the community? Who are key stakeholders and Role-players? Do we need a community Liaison at each Centre/Cluster? is it perhaps a committee?
Who would a committee consist of/key members? How do we partner with the local schools? ( increasingly asking for us to do more than GWF work with
them) How do we manage young staff leading in communities lead by elders? How do we manage interface in SA of traditional Leadership and local
govt? How do we Manage the interface with Govt Departments that we work "under"?

What should be different 12 months from now?
GWF should have a Community Strategy to grow and maintain the connections in Hazyview Cluster - as well as know how we plan to start in a new area
if scaling there
GWF should have better connections with specifically Dept Edu and a network of support structures for each campus
We should refine the connections with suppliers at each campus; taxis, electricians, plumbers etc.) this includes procurement, deals, pricing etc
We should possibly have community committees at each Campus ( as discussed)

What, who, and by when?
Existing fact base/research to leverage
Existing Staff who have "leadership" roles outside of GWF and in community

Action steps required
1. Create a GWF Community Partnership strategy - Exco and HOCs - by end of 2018
The strategy will decide next steps
2. Stakeholder Mapping
3. Create Community Committees - HOCs with HOCOP - by eraly 2019 for existing campuses and within a month of opening all new Campuses
4. Identify GWF staff that can play a key role in this sector at each Campus 5. Train Committees as to role

Other stakeholders to involve
1. Dept Edu and other relevant Depts
2. Tribal Authority and CDF's, Pastor Solly and Mama Sipiwe ( as HDLC Directors)
3. Relevant Social Structures: Churches Youth Groups and Schools etc
4. Existing NPC partners
5. Sabi Sand Forum and SSPT
6. Long-time suppliers and friends of GWF and GWF staff
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Gaining Clarity on Our Critical Questions

Governance

Critical Question: ________________________________
Why this? Why now?
As with many of the other Departments, Exco is under a lot of pressure to balance responsibilities. Much time is spent in Operations instead of Strategy.
There has been significant growth over a short period of time (Campuses, Programmes, etc.) with essentially the same leadership. As further growth is
imminent, we need to ensure that we have effective Governance and Leadership in place. At present, we have a small Board and Exco which allows us
the freedom to define new critical roles as we increase capacity. We are setting out on a journey and there is little to "unlearn" or "undo" - as we go
forward Governance and Leadership can be determined by our Strategy. With growth, there will be increased focus on / interest in Governance from
major partners and donors, local and international.

What are the key issues to discuss?
The Corporate Structure needs to be defined for the GWF group - what are the different entities and how do they relate to the whole. How do we
structure the Board to support the roll out of our Strategy - what are the key roles and responsibilities? How do we engage the Wisdom Council in a
meaningful way? We need to gain an understanding of Governance requirements affecting GWF in SA but also in terms of USA / UK funding.
Which Policies and Processes need to be reviewed and refined, or put in place? Leadership organogram to be defined at Group, Cluster and Campus
level. Leadership development of new and upcoming leaders as well as continuous professional development of Exco. Team development as new
positions and staff members are introduced to Leadership.

What should be different 12 months from now?
The new Corporate Structure is agreed on and the new entities are in place where relevant. The Board is at full capacity, understands its collective and
individual responsibilities and receives meaningful quarterly reporting on strategy implementation. Executive Leadership is at full capacity, driving
strategy implementation and monitoring operational implementation by competent motivated team. Board and Leadership has a full understanding of
Governance requirements in SA/USA/UK and implemented corrective measures where shortfalls or non-compliance have been identified. We have
developed an integrated funding plan for short, medium and long term fundraising. We have identified risk areas and implemented new / refined
policies and standardised procedures across campuses and clusters (if applicable), including but not limited to Financial and HR.

What, who, and by when?
Existing fact base/research to leverage
Ongoing research on relevant governance issues including King 4 Report / Laws & regulations (OHS, EE etc)

Action steps required
1. Finalise Corporate Structure | Nadia & Kate with input from Auditors Mazars and Legal MacRobert | June 1, 2019
2. Board composition and appointments finalised | Exco & Board | Dec 2019 (Team to actively make suggestions)
3. Leadership Organogram finalised and new roles defined | Exco | November 2018
4. Refinement and roll out of Financial policies & procedures | Nadia | Buildings & Transport tenders by end 2018; other by end 2019
5. 2019 Budget completed and short term integrated fundraising strategy in place | Nadia & Ryan | End 2018; long term end 2019
6. Create Register of Laws & Regulations applicable to GWF and assign responsibilities for compliance | Exco | April 2019
7. Create a Risk Assessment Matrix and Crisis / Contingency Plan | Exco | June 2019
8. Investigate Leadership / Governance training opportunities for Exco & middle Management (make provision in budget) | Exco | June 2019
9. New employee Induction Programme - make sure new appointments have a full understanding of Strategy
10. Determine and budget for Exco Continuous Professional Development policy | Exco | June 2019
11. External workshop on Exco functionality by external facilitator | Sept 1 | Exco
12. Exco alignment on Exco and Management succession planning | Sept 1 | Exco + External Facilitator

Other stakeholders to involve
Board, Auditors - Mazars , Legal - MacRobert.
Consider outsourcing certain functions such as OHS.
Key donors including Investec.
Overseas donors & partners - Westphals and USA / UK Board
Donors / Partners with Governance Experience - Dr Khoza, David Lawrence, Roy Ross
Sought possible one-on-one mentorships from existing donors & stakeholders.
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Gaining Clarity on Our Critical Questions

Growth

Critical Question: ________________________________
Why this? Why now?
South Africa remains one of the most worst education systems in the world and rural youth unemployment is beyond 65%. GWF is one of the only NGOs
working in rural South Africa that delivers community-powered digital learning campuses in rural areas that address key NDP and SDG focus areas for
adults and children. What's more, having established the Hazyview Cluster (aligned to the tourism industry), we have proven that we CAN grow
successfully and we CAN engage positively with state education and community structures. Not only does our management believe that we SHOULD
share our model with SA, but we are also being requested to share the model. For a long time small NGOs without necessary budget approached GWF,
but in the last 18 months prominent and well-established businesses have requested proposals for GWF to set up and manage a cluster in their region.

What are the key issues to discuss?
What does "growth" or "scaling" mean at GWF? Can we define it? Do we have a growth statement or declaration? Why do we want to grow? Once we
have defined scaling, how and when do we scale? Is there a set of criteria? How is the Hazyview Cluster pivotal for growth and how do we use it as a tool?
How do we manage the growth to date? How do we get buy-in from the team? Should we create a growth marketing and sales plan or are we happy for
people to approach us? What is the funding plan for growth? What are the risks of growth? Is our leadership and management ready for growth? How do
we get our systems, structure, staffing, skills, style and shared values ready for growth? Will physical digital learning campuses always be relevant and
what does digital growth look like? Do we need a specific "University of How" training centre and where will that be based? Revenue opportunities?

What should be different 12 months from now?
Our M&E strategy has provided clear insights on what is and isn't working at the Hazyview Cluster. We also have a strategy that clearly speaks to the
26,500 beneficiary target (smart objectives have been set to meet the 'numbers' criteria set by corporates). We have defined what growth means at GWF
and we have a growth statement/declaration. Criteria for growth opportunities have been set. A case-study on NGO growth has been conducted which
may include visits to NGOs that have scaled their impact successfully. We have "closed" at least one opportunity to scale to another cluster. A growth
marketing plan has been created that can be shared with corporate South Africa. We are better as an Exco at saying "no" to opportunities that distract.

What, who, and by when?
Existing fact base/research to leverage
The new MEL report will be ready by mid 2019
Existing case-studies on NGO growth and scaling
Additional steps: (1) Formally ratify the statement: "GWF is one of the only NGOs working in rural South Africa..." (2) Maria to create a max 3-page
document that outlines minimum criteria for Exco to authorise expansion to a new cluster; (3) Diarise strategic workshop on the growth of Career
Academies; (4) Initiate a meeting with GetSmarter

Action steps required
1. Create a GWF Growth Declaration | Ryan | 1 June, 2019 (This will include GWF Growth definition and list of criteria)
2. Create an internal stakeholder Growth communication plan | Ryan | 1 June, 2019
3. Create a First Draft "New Cluster" time-line document and budget | Ryan & Nadia | Complete
4. Produce a Hazyview Cluster Business Case document | Gemma | 1 October, 2019
5. Consider plan for expansion of beneficiaries beyond core programmes in Hazyview | Maria | 1 June, 2019
6. Create basic NGO growth research plan | Ryan & Maria | 1 Sept, 2019 (This should include understanding the risks of our specific growth plan)
7. Create an Acornhoek Cluster Prospectus | Gemma | Complete
8. Refine "General" GWF Cluster Growth Prospectus | Gemma | Complete
9. Complete the GWF Business Structure document | Exco | 1 April, 2019
10. Create a document that imagines the possibilities of digital (as opposed to facilities) growth | Maria | 1 June, 2019
11. Workshop what services/revenue lines GWF can offer, e.g. Online facilitator courses OR online courses for teachers | Exco | 1 September, 2019
12. Explore the opportunity of further governance training for existing GWF Exco | Maria | 1 May, 2019
13. Each GWF Exco member to retain the services of a mentor aligned to their area of expertise | Exco | 1 April, 2019

Other stakeholders to involve
1. Impact Consulting (M&E specialists)
2. The GWF team (critical)
3. MacRobert Attorneys and Mazars Auditors
4. Board of Directors
5. NGO CEOs who have scaled for impact
6. GetSmarter or similar digital education content company
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Gaining Clarity on Our Critical Questions

R+D

Critical Question: ________________________________
Why this? Why now?
Technology is changing the world fast. According to reports, skills gaps continue to grow and, as the use of artificial intelligence increases, young people
will need to be creative, critical-thinking, problem solvers (World Economic Forum 2016 Future of Jobs Report). In order to remain relevant and useful to
young South Africans (who represent the future of our country), GWF has to continue to anticipate the skill-set that the future will require. As GWF's
impact grows and we become more visible in South Africa, we want people to see us as "thought-leaders" not just implementors. We want to be
thought-leaders in curating the best wonder-filled learning content, but also in rural sustainability, youth employment, enterprise development and
Ubuntu leadership.

What are the key issues to discuss?
Firstly, how do we change our culture so that R&D becomes central? How do we implement a strategy and what strategy? What research are we doing
and publishing? How are we translating the research into implementable actions? How are we curating/developing excellent education content based
on the research that is produced? Who is championing all of this? Is it shared? Is that possible or does it need a single champion? How do we formulate a
budget for this and fund it? What areas of R&D do we want to focus on first (e.g. learner education, adult education, youth employment, delivery models,
leadership)? The delivery model is an important question: As an example, in the future we must be able to offer an Online Bridging Academy. If we
become thought-leaders, how will our followers learn from us? Will we have modules or Online courses? Podcasts? Video content?

What should be different 12 months from now?
We have developed a 'Theory of Change' and a 'Theory of Action' and a "to-date" M&E/Impact report has been produced. An R&D Committee or
Innovation Department has been formed and there is a WHO (i.e. a driver). Research is a pivotal part of the organisation's culture and it informs a robust
thought leadership content plan. GWF has published an academic-style white paper that discusses our approach to learning content and delivery, based
on contextual experience in rural South Africa and our research on the future of jobs in rural South Africa. We have skilled Core Programme Managers in
place who are able to pilot and implement changes to our programmes based on research analysis.

What, who, and by when?
Existing fact base/research to leverage
1. Research completed by Iona College volunteers
2. 2030 National Development Plan
3. United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
4. World Economic Forum Insight Areas
5. Reimagine Education Conference

Action steps required
1. Core Programme Manager Recruitment | Maria | Dec 1, 2018 (Just missing the Open Learning Academy Programme Manager)
2. Secure External Monitoring & Evaluation Consultant | Ryan | Complete
3. Form R&D Innovation CoLab, driven by Kate / Innovation CoLab | Kate | June 1, 2019
4. Create "Reimagine Education" White Paper | Innovation CoLab | June 1, 2019
5. Create Thought Leadership Content Plan | Ryan & Gemma | May 1, 2019
6. Finalise a 2019 R&D Budget | Exco | May 1, 2019
7. Draft a 2019 Conference & Speaker Circuit Plan | Ryan & Verena | April 1, 2019
8. Incorporate R&D Focus into the GWF Annual Conference | Exco | April 30, 2019
Notes: Someone MUST own R&D and it must have a process. The group unanimously agreed that the owner should be Kate, initiated by a PechaKucha
style of meeting.

Other stakeholders to involve
1. Individuals: Karl Kornwolf, David Ryan, Richard Laburn, Paul Kim
2. Open Connections (Philadelphia) and the Westphal family
3. Key partners from corporate South Africa
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Gaining Clarity on Our Critical Questions

Staffing + Talent

Critical Question: ________________________________
Why this? Why now?

The GWF workforce remain the most valuable assets of the organization and to remain relevant as well as to continue to push the boundaries on
Education, it is imperative that its staff are competent, motivated and stimulated. This becomes even more critical now than ever before as GWF
experiences rapid growth and development coupled with its strategic plans of having footprints regionally/nationally thus making this a top priority to
achieve the progressive improvement of GWF. Thus growth has thus made the GWF EXCO to be over committed & involved in operations and has
therefore necessitated a need to strengthen its middle management through the creation and filling of new roles as quickly as possible. In addition,
in order to scale successfully, GWF needs the right people on the right seats.

What are the key issues to discuss?
What are our needs in terms of staffing? What positions are required? How do we identify the talent that is vital to move forward?
How do we continue to develop our current staff to take on new and expanded responsibilities?
How do we get the right people in the right areas? How can we attract talent to the rural areas of South Africa?
What would an "HR" role entail? What do we do with longstanding staff that are either under performing or have reached their ceiling?

What should be different 12 months from now?
Have a robust talent acquisition and retention strategy. EXCO should spend less time "micro managing" and more time focusing on strategy. Improved
communication. Have an organogram that is clear and continually reviewed. Key positions filled resulting in a strengthened middle management that
also allows EXCO to focus on key strategic issues.
Would have identified the people who are in the wrong positions and started a process to address (may call for some tough decisions.)
Have a management team that is more representative in terms of diversity if possible.

What, who, and by when?
Existing fact base/research to leverage
1. Consider flexible terms & conditions of employment contracts at "central services" level
2. Think out of the box - perhaps have a central office in White River.
3. Leverage our network to grow current staff and attract future talent
4. Part time / fixed term contracts for certain roles.

Action steps required
1. Define HR Manager Job Spec & Begin Recruitment | Maria and Exco | Immediately
2. Avoid changes to HR Strategy until we have secured a HR Manager. In the meantime, identify urgent staff problems | Maria & Mo | Immediately
3. Create Organogram - finalize & define all roles. Job descriptions at Head Office, Cluster & Campus levels. | Exco
4. Recruit new positions-(already in process) complete end 2018 (extend into 2019 if right talent is not available) | Maria
5. Develop HR Strategy that aligns to organisational strategy including recruitment plans | HR Manager | ASAP
6. Address - Representation and diversity at Exco and middle management level. Recruitment process to take cognisance of this (if possible)- three
imminent appointments. | EXCO | Immediately
7. Define levels of Management |EXCO | Immediately

Other stakeholders to involve
1. Leverage support from experts - example TTS
2. Relevant Volunteers
3. Staff
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